
“I WANT THIS KIND OF NORMAL.” 
 

::: [CHRIS KAMALSKI] ::: 
[NieuCommunities South Africa Field Staff] 

[http://nieucommunities.org]   
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::: [4 Avenues of Missional Engagement with South Africans] ::: 

 

 

1. Developing Spiritual Formation and Rhythms in God for our Community: Using my training in 

Spiritual Formation and Direction, I will direct, deepen, and engage both our covenanted and wider South 

African community in spiritual rhythms, disciplines, and a formative process that helps open our hearts to 

God, each other, and the transformative journey that we are all on as followers of Jesus. I will oversee the 

“Communion/Community” piece of NieuCommunities South Africa’s vision. 

 

2. Transitioning our Community to move into the heart of downtown Pretoria so we can mentor & 

send South Africans: As a missional community seeking to incarnate within a neighborhood as a 

redemptive presence for all who we live among, NieuCommunities South Africa will move into the heart of 

downtown Pretoria in May 2010, specifically a set of neighborhoods that represent a lower-income, cross-

pollination of South Africans that are of native South African, Afrikaans (Dutch), and British South African 

descent.  This area is one of a few neighborhoods where South Africans of different ethnicities actually live 

together, and thus is an area of great promise for us as a missional community. We will work closely in 

partnership with a number of churches and non-profits located throughout the city, as well as with the 

large university student population that lives directly in that area. 

 

3. Spiritual Direction & Training of Care Workers in Soshanguve, a local township slum: I will 

continue my work with our sister tribe, InnerChange, an incarnational order that lives among the poor of 

Soshanguve, a local township slum area of 1.5 million South Africans about 20 miles outside of Pretoria. I 

will be partnering with Luc and Petunia Kabongo to train, mentor, and provide spiritual direction for their 

growing team living throughout this township, as well as providing self-care and sustainable training for a 

group of 25 Care Workers who are frontline hands and feet in the fight against the devastation of the 

HIV/AIDS pandemic in South Africa (Highest AIDS rate in the world!) as a home-based NGO that provides 

medical care to those dying of HIV/AIDS & related diseases. My role is to care for these care workers. 

 

4. Teaching Spiritual Formation & Direction as a part of 3rd Place, a local faith community: I will 

continue developing a core curriculum and related spiritual disciplines/processes, offering direction for a 

local faith community, 3rd Place (http://thirdplace.co.za), located in the neighborhood in which we are 

moving. This small church plant is largely comprised of Afrikaners who are university students or young 

married families involved in the many creative fields within Pretoria.  

 

[Pictures from Top, Clockwise: Downtown 

Pretoria from the top of the National Zoo; My 

dear group of Care Worker friends; Teaching 

Spiritual Disciplines to our community; The 

beautiful chalkboard paint art wall at 3rd Place]. 
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::: [3 Simple Next Steps: Do Something Now!] ::: 
 

1. PRAYER: My sincere desire is that my opportunity becomes a piece of your continued journey with God.  I 

cannot ask for anything greater than if you would regularly lift me before God.  Would you pray for me now—

even for a minute? 

 

2. CONNECT: A letter doesn’t do justice to the real-life adventure that this experience is bringing to my life.  I 

would love to connect with you in person or over the phone, providing a unique window for us to connect and 

share more personally.  Would you join me in person to share about what God is doing in our lives? 

 

3. GIVE:  My need is real: Roughly $2,625 monthly through December 2011, as well as about $5,500 in 

one-time relocation costs to move to South Africa.  (This figure stems from the fact that South Africa is 

one of the most expensive countries within Africa to live in, my need to relocate there for the next two years, plus a 

12% administration fee that CRM applies to my monthly budget and ministry needs. In actuality, my monthly 

needs will be approximately $2,350 after this year. I am willing to chat with you if you have further questions 

regarding my budget).  Please return the enclosed Response Card with a check today.  Would you help provide 

for my coming service and mission? 

 

a. If you prefer to give online, or with a monthly direct deposit, copy this link into your 

Internet Browser: 

 

https://secure.crmleaders.org/jfs/secure/donationform2.taf?_function=step1&designation=Ka

malski&designationFund=3829  

 

I look forward to connecting with you personally in the weeks and months to come! 
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::: [Ongoing Communication] :::"
#
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